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CHAPTER I
?W AJID PROCEDURE US&)
In order for education to train the total personality it ia 
felt tliat the student* will be greatly benefited by physios!, preferably 
outdoor, work* In the fonaativo adolescent years the student sl.cuLd 
learn habits of industry neatnesst humility and dependability# An 
all-around character is best developed by a wholesa^s attitude and an 
actual experience in productive work*
X* TITS PKOELiSM
Statement of the problem* Xt is the purpose of this study (1) 
to define clearly the philoecplDy of physical labor In the Christian 
school| (2) to tabulate and evaluate the scope of student employment 
in the Seventh-hay Adventist Soadcaies located in the North American 
Divisions (i) to discover which industries have borne the tests of fcL* 
and competition j (it) to determine the nuabsr of students employed in 
such industries as will relieve nerve sad eye strain while supplying 
needed exercise; (5) to point out so.« of the laws relating to child 
labor) and (6) to nasts so.o specific suggestions which eight develop 
a richer and better balanced labor-study pragma on the caapuaee of
the aoadsuiee
2Definition of terras. The word "academy* as used in this paper desig­
nates a Seventh-day Adventist school offering senior high school work 
(grades 9-12) only* The report does not cover the 236 intermediate aca­
demies or junior academes in the north American Division Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists. The North American Division territory referred 
to here covers ell of the United States, including our new states of Alaska 
and Hawaii, with Bermuda and the Dominion of Canada. This study Is not 
dealing with student labor in the score of colleges, schools of nursing, 
dentistry, amt medicine operated by the Seventh-day Adventist church in 
North America, student labor, in the frame of reference of this thesis,
Is any student employment by which s student earns his or her expenses 
while attending school.
Learning proper work habits and attitudes is very important to 
the primary and elementary school child. Most of these habits and 
attitudes must be learned in the home, unfortunately, for education is 
too bookish even on their level. College students, for the most pert, 
are old enough to have settled patterns of behavior in respect to worth­
while employment. The writer Is limiting the research results in this 
paper to the high school (academy) age young person. It is during these 
years that work-habits and character-traits are fixed in the personality. 
The academy-age students offer a rich field of observation for such a 
study. It is interesting to note that more than 23# of the students in 
all Seventh-day Adventist academies, boarding and day schools included, 
work 25% of their way through the secondary school. More than 18$ of
fill eeeoodaay students In the
r - -p'M
% r m ' %
l, f j v,S':v; • ,V
their way through sohod.
Ijjgorunqg of 
known to all educators. She
school syataa work *>Q$ op mpo of
” '<?■* Vf,
V
.
■0 , ^  t
*
v  • r-.-
M  v h " * ’
•;v< ■:
r •*>• ,* m k »  i- *-v>
tors* Whether la Uses of rising costs, inflation, or in tliaee of 
Halted labor opportunities, depression, there will continue to be a 
on the part of student®, parents, and boards for rfiBunerativs
n.n. .■<?!• V
?'<.: ■• ■ •... 
*  h r k ‘[
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«  *
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Student labor opportunity i» literally a life-line, and a 
blessing, to aany studoiste and schools*
As Adventist school ©nrcllaant* continue to rise in b&raoay with 
the increase in church ami conference jaa^ berships, the cost of financing 
the schools will continue to itrow. It &»rears to be of the utaoet iiasor* 
the queetlai* Shat are
f.Xk
\4;'
;viijis: 
it ■- ; ■ ;-v
W&- .v •' • •
t,.v P'S
. 4-1,
V .-'-r- r. i. ,  : -i> . . m Siiaple .
fin'-S. £ /■
;r /. • {
L?-. '• • rv-" >■
lat^ pwyie and practical illustrations will be alloyed la an endeavor to
•;: . • ■■■:' :"ki '•; • ' :.••• -. •.-. f: V- , . - ' . ■ "• .■ • . -v. •' ' • ' . - ' - •:, '' Wk- :■ ' '■ v/.;:'., ‘j
■-»■•.-Sjf. answer this question.
Mi;-:
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lURE
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principals of the sever»tgA-five
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• * -\ „ 4 wvy •
busy Stan saat back kind and helpful replies, giving fact* md
' ".a j*l- *•, ..
■ ^ ^  ■
■ y-
. }. •>: .* ■.
viotlorw shieh will be very helpful «e basic reae&rob. After stating 
tiie problem, a survey of the literature In this area, a brief history
U  relates tc education* socially in tto Jnitod states*
w i n  to given,
I S i S l
tore, are quoted to give the basis for the philosophy of education which
■
.^*V: ’ . • .*>>?■
:-r . -'i ■■■'.**%■#.
great value in organised physical labor in eoruieetlca with the 
1
•p^ ,: • :v, 
' >:;>/•?. *■>
study of books, ;*&••.. v; ; :r-'
• • •_■ - j.-ja'j ., :V . ■•■>., . . - .„• -. ; .?•:» jfc* • . •. y ‘•v:-i . 1 . . ;*.;•>• , •* -.w . ■ . « *«v
___________________________________.: • ■ ■ ■•'■
W  *. Hole, Jr*, •tfeoueht* fro* Sllea 0. «hibe ea Pfay*ioal 
Leber end Trade Skill* as Factors in Ldueational DerelopoWlV*, Journal 
eg true Location, Voi. 21, I!ie* 2, Dooeeber 1950, pp. 13,Ui*
'■’1 rj|t i iwnT-.iiiitfir r-irntp-it- ut iw n i im mir^
6in« leadership Is tl«> lay and oomsrstons to d<fln<; somethin* 
•bout this r»lt M  In sdjoatlon, brio. bioersphiM, charts, Emph,, 
tables, and rseo«B«uiaUaa> lor lutow action ars ssployod.
•' v * m -£ ' '• ^  • '^ r. ' ,Z ■
OHAPfSR n
Hi-XAXiiW I»XSSSAT\JRIIf MX^ MSL'LWS^ XS
'; Aiffl PROJECTS '
We generally stress the feet that two great institutions cam
to ua froa Men* It Is well to racedber 'that a third*—»j cyuiis physical
. 1
eBplqyxattnt* oaring for t.'io garden* was instituted before the fall* 
hlemrital definitions of “work” ai#t range £rm miter In 
notion or force in action to purposeful intelligence striving for a 
worthwhile attainment*
The ancient Egyptians surely organised great works projects*
The Code of Haaemrabi of the 16th Century 8.0* regulated that an
artisan was to adopt a bey as a son and to taaoh hin that his art was 
2
not uruMoraw
All of the nations of the ancient orient developed tits ^pno* 
tioc eyetoa of training the young in trades* By far tbs largest portion 
of records uncovered on the day tablets of lost civilisations nave to 
do with cocusaerclal enterprises of various kinds* Ih* Creeks early pro* 
claim! that “work is in no wise anything disgraceful) for las (healed) 
called work what is done wdl and usefully*”’*
^en. 2 tlH
% H » Q n  H* Ivins and Wb * s* Bunge* fork Aagpcrlonot In I&gft 
icoool,* p# 23*
^Paul Sehreeker* fork and history* p* 15*
Four hundred years before Greece reached Its Golden Age the
Hebrews had a system of education which was a practical blending of 
work and study. These schools were known as the Schools of the Prophets. 
£llsh& is remembered a® the great sen of faith and practical works in
L
education.
The balanced, work-ntudy, physical-spiritual program of the 
Schools of the Prophets is here described.
the physical as well m  the religious training practiced 
in the schools of the Hebrews nay be profitably studied, . , .
And now, as in the days of Israel, every youth should be inatruo— 
ted in the duties of practical life, tech should acquire & knowledge 
of seas branch of manual labor, by which, if need bo he way obtain 
a livelihood. This is essential, not only as a safeguard against 
the vicissitudes of life, but froa its bearing upon physical, «en- 
tel, and acral development. Even if it were certain that one would 
never need to resort to manual labor for hie support, still he 
should bo taught to work. Without physical exercise, no one can 
have & sound constitution and vigorous health} and the discipline 
of troll-regulated labor no less essential to the securing of a 
strong and active mind and a nobis character.
..very student should devote a portion of each day to active 
labor* Thus habits of industry would be forced, and a spirit of 
self-reliance encouraged, while the youth would be shielded froa 
jaany evil and degrading practices that are so often the result of 
idleness. And this is ail in keeping with the primary object of 
education* for in encouraging activity, diligence, and purity, 
we are coming Into harmony with the Greater.-*
The pupils of these schools sustained theaselvee by their cam 
labor in tilling the soil, or in some mechanical employment. In 
Israel this was not thought strongs or degrading) indeed, it was 
regarded as a sin to allow children to grow up in ignorance of
kjl Sings 6 j 1-4*1 *The Contribution of the 5ohcels of the Prophets,*
BiLtaria], Journal of True Education, Vol. 18, Ho. 5, June pp* 6-8.
%tlen 0* White, Patriarchs fed Prophets, pp* 6bl,602.
7useful labor. Every youth, whether his parents were rich or poor, 
wee taught some trade* Even though he was to be educated for holy 
office, e knowledge of practical life was regarded as essential to 
the greatest usefulness* Many also of the teachers supported then- 
selves by manual labor.«
In Qod'e plan for Israel, every family had a home on the land, 
with sufficient ground for tilling* Thus ware provided both the 
means and the incentive for a useful, industrious, and self-supporting 
life* And no devising of men has ever improved upon that plan* To 
the world*s departure from it is owing, to a large degree, the poverty 
and wretchedness that exist today*
By the Israelites, industrial training was regarded as a duty*
Every father was required to see that his sons learned some useful 
trade* The greatest men of Israel were trained to industrial 
pursuits* A knowledge of the duties pertaining to housewifery 
was considered essential for every womanj and skill in these duties 
was regarded as an honor to women of the highest station*
Various industries were taught in the schools of the prophets, 
and many of the students sustained themselves by manual labor*'
Apprenticeship remained the center of practical education for 
hundreds of years* It was widely practiced in the American Colonial Age* 
It is still followed quite largely in Europe* American education, aad 
to say, both in the public schools and in Adventist schools has not 
supplied anything adequately to take Its place* With the Renaissance 
and the Reformation education went classical, getting far off center as 
far as practical training is concerned. Even the poor are trained as 
though they were the "aristocracy" who never would need to lcem to work.
Educationally, the words of George Mann Richardson, speaking at 
the commencement of Leiand Stanford University in the year 1901
^Ellen G. White, Education, p, 1*7.
^Ellen 0, White, Counsels to Teachers, pp* 275, 276*
fell m  deaf ears* He then said, Nothing that le worth hewing is to 
be had without wori:**^
Shortly before this tJiere began to rise up in the providence of
God a few brave pioneers who saw that education was failing to educate
a balanced product* Aeon*; th*& were Martha Berry, Elian 0# White,
•vookor 1, Washington, and several others • Booker ?• tfashington wisely
began to proolaim the "gospel of hard work with the hands as a part of
useful education*Ha also said* "there has been aXuseet no thought of
connecting the educated brain with the educated faand**^ Ho further
observed, "there is an indescribable sous thing about work with the hands
that tends to develop a student's aind."^  His largo concept also pro—
classed, "Mere hand training, without thorough acral, religious, and
cental education, counts for very little* The hands, the head, and the
heart together should be so correlated that one my be wade to help the 
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other*" though he suet opposition from all sides at first, ho lived to 
see his plan widely acolaiased* Washington sought to raise one race above 
the level of slavery* It is the work of true education to lift all races 
shove their binding traditions*
^George Mann dioharnsan, the Gospel of Work* p* U*
^Booker X* Washington, forking With the Hands* p* 1Q3*
10Ibid«* p. 137.
u Ibid., p. $0
^Ibld.* introuuetion, p. XI
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WiliiauE horrie of Ragland strongly lamented the Inroads of autos 
production and the induo trial revolution upon the inner satisfaction 
md genuine aelf-expressl&% in the art of furniture asking* He stated,
“A society which has no joy in its work will ultimately eoHlapse**^ 
Perhaps this explains In a pasture the restlessness, delinquency, 
drunkenness, and arias of our age*
Discerning educators from the world's great schools saw that the 
youth were receiving m  unbalanced training# F, 0, Klahols of larvard 
beeaas convinced between 1Q&$ had 1900 that work and study should be 
combined* He was practically the father of the worte-experieace liwwent 
which Is now aation*wide, though it reaches very few* dharleo A, Prosser 
of Rochester, ;««I* pioneered In this field too, Harris A, Bolscoc, W, #, 
Charter® and others helped to launch a program of work in the eomuaity 
for credit while doing work on aoedeaia lines* On© of the modem out*
growths are the shops in nearly all schools and the vocational guidance
21* •" • ■ ; ’ '.r"; :■ Hi
pragma,
Lucinda Hymn Prince in I9Q5 launchou a program which gained wide 
acceptance for training girls lor sales work. Out of it has grown the 
distributive euucauion movement,
heman dehneider, who worked his entire way through Lehigh 
University* launched what is saw known as cooperative education, In
Douglas ?* diaere, fcork and Uontuaplfrtion, p, 63,
lit ■ ■Ivins, 0£, cit,, p.
^Ivins, og, cit,, p. o3»
1906 h« became Dean of Engineering at Cincinnati University, today store 
than sixty of America's greatest institutions including Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Virginia Polytechnic Institute, and others of 
like reputation send their students out to learn and earn as they study.16 
The Martin Aircraft Company in Baltimore employs several student engineers.
When Wm. if. Hudson because president of Blackburn College in Carlin- 
vllle, Illinois, in 1912, the school was both poor and small. He adopted 
a student-employment, self-contained unit plan. Poor students willing 
to work, cats© in. They found employment on the farms, in dairy projects, 
in paint shops, in carpenter work, in the heating plant, and in secretarial 
work, and so forth. He did in the Northwest what Laurence C. Jones was 
doing for the colored at the Piney Woods Country Life School in Mississi­
ppi. Dr. Jones says of his sehooli "Of the present enrollment of 500 stu­
dents (1956) less than 10 per cent are able to pay any tuition at ell. It 
is a rule of the school that every student must do some work, and the 
majority are full work students.
Antioch College, Yellow Springs, Ohio, is widely known for Its 
student-work program. Horace Mann was its first president. When Arthur 
E. Morgan became president in 1920 he launched the vigorous work-study 
program. Its graduates are widely known for their competence and exten­
sive knowledge.1^
•jjC ' "l
Henry H. Armsby, Cooperative Education in the United States, p. 2L.
*7 Beth Day, The Little Professor of Piney Woods, p. 182,
18 Ivins, 0£, cit., pp* 55, 56.
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uThe center of j^ organ** idea woe to *promote the development, in
proportion, of every element of personality#" Antioch College require*
for the A.3* or 3.3. Degree ninety or uore cooperative credit* 1b what
Is called their Study-plua«wos4t Plan# This work my ha on or off campus
12
or outside the U.S.A.
Educators who had As»rioft*s best interest® at heart per*;jaded
cangTsaomen to introduce legislation toward goverruaent help in vocational
equipoeat In the schools, cn February 23, 1917 President Wilson signed
the Saitb«iSugtiOi» Act which was a grant-ia-aid program# Between 1931
and 191*2 the CCC gave practical eJspXoyaent to may aature but otherwise
une^OLoyed young umu The K2t offered work opportunities to both sexes,
and in 1237 reached its peak with 121,OCX) youth employed. Tbs Georgs-
esc Act of 1236 and the Gewrge-Cordon Act of 121*6 enlarged tie scope of
gowemaent aid to vocational edwation. It was only « laatertalistio
program with the stated at® of "promoting better life adjustment for 
20 : ’
all youth#8 Tb® Friends* Service Cowadttee of Ucw York City cot up 
Junior Achlsvw&aat, Inc# to offer a richer variety of life situation 
approaches.2* ■
After several years of oxperiiaent with the wwriMKqpexiaace pro­
gram in the schools it woo found that mmt educators preferred to offer
^Antioch Colle,.^  Ifolletln# Jam 1957*
*®£vins, og# clt», pp» 31*32.
2\raest a# Osborae, llm To Teach Your Child About Work, p. 26#
12
inis to youth of sixteen ywa» of ago and up* Philadelphia and kinnsap*
oils admitted them at the ages of fourteen and fifteen, the educators
said that this work-experlence program would be good for all normal
youth, too often those to benefit from It were the unadjusted problem 
22
children*
The five basic objectives of cooperative education, which it 
largely a pragma of training engineers, are t
1, to impart first-hand knowledge of engineering,
2, To give an understanding of the problem involved,
3, To test Die aptitude of the student for details,
U. to adjust to the work of engineering.
23>. To train and spot those who have administrative abilities.
The seven basic assumptions of the general work experience 
program ares
1, Work is a psychological essential in the learning process 
and in the development of personality,
2, Work experience helps to improve the total school program in 
providing general adjustment and balance,
3, The inadequacy of the urban horns demands work experience, 
k. Work has therapeutic values in helping to heal the hurts
'• of life,
**8arold J, Dillua, fork -beperionce in Secondary Sdaoatlun, pp# 15,65* 
23Henry H, Arstwby, "Cooperative :vduoation in the lull tod States,*
(1955) P* 3* (Adapted).
$• CfeuL/ trough experience in the forwative years can competent 
workers be produced who will eld society*
6* Work experience will have transfer values to any future 
vocational choice *
7* Work experience Iwl definite transfer values in character 
develofxnent*
The general values to education of work experience are*
1* It peralta individualisation of instruction*
2* It builds our deaaifracy by producing sooially eonpotent 
end responsible cUisons.
3, It offers a broad knowledge and offers opportunity for 
definite ecstasy of skills*
it* Work experience de-espb&siaes tlte deadening effects of 
fomilia&tion in education*
25J>. fork integrates the student with real life experience©*
Work experience gives the following values to the prospective
worker* ;
1* helationahipe wit:: the eaployar are learned*
2* attitudes toward work are fonasd.
3* Traits such as regularity, dependability, tact, adaptability, 
poise, etc* are developed*
13
^Ivins, og. oit«, pp, 7h~79* (Adapted), 
25 lb id., pp. (Adapted) •
lu Cooperation la found to be essential*
5* Vocational choice he® real meaning*
6* Vocational skill la tested and perfected.
?• Self-respect and attitudes of service and usefulness to 
society are fostered*
8* Job intelligence and imagination are given free reign*
9* Motivation for learning is concrete*
10* A sense of values, income, and budget are made realistic.26 
The Union of Soviet Socialist Republica in 1958 announced that stu­
dents between grade school and high school would be employed briefly 
either in factories or farms to gain practical experience.
Ur* Florence Stratemeyer, well-known teacher of teachers from 
Columbia University, was asked her opinion on a work program in con­
nection with the school* 3ha replied with conviction, NI would have 
work experience all the way through, even in college*"2?
A dosen Seventh-day Adventist colleges and seventy-five academies 
are endeavoring to find a blend of physical labor and academic study*
Martha Berry School in Georgia and Berate College in Kentucky are follow­
ing a work-study p r o g r a m . 28 Berea College offers students work in
barren C* Seyfert and Paul A* Remus, work Experience in Edu­
cation* p* ?• (Adapted)*
27pr. Florence Stratemeyer made this statement in the Seventh-day 
Adventist Eastern Study Conference in Education, Washington, D. C*, January, 
1959, in response to a question by Dalton Baldwin, Superintendent of Schools, 
East Pennsylvania Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, Heeding, Penn*
2‘-.Harriett T* Kane* Miracle in the Mountains* Berea College 
Bulletin. 1958-59, p. 7*
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sixty-four departments. Each student must work ten hours * week. They 
employ e dean of labor. Many Seventh-day Adventist schools could profit 
by their ©maple.
CHAPTER III
THE SEVliiiTH-OAY ADVENTIST PHILOSOPHY Of 
BALANCED EDUCATION
Work or the worker, la tbs center of the international Communist- 
Capitalist controversy aa wall as manor of the problems facing the modern 
world* Work, or practical education, is the pivotal point around which 
an adequate philosophy of true education revolves, (See Figure 1, p, 17,)*
The nature of man la in revolt against his gadgets, carpeted 
floors, and automatic heat. During 1956, 90,000 city-sick people camped 
in tents at Elk Neck State Park in Maryland**? Several hundred thousands 
camped in the great parks of the far west* Living has been taken out of 
life at hose, and the schools for the most part are deader than the homo. 
Alcohol, television, over-eating, aberrant sexual experiences with their 
attendant diseases of body and mind are the result*
An occasional family tenting in the woodland Is only a partial 
answer*3 Whet la needed la a revolution in concept of the home and 
school* The school should be practical and character-cantered* Counsel 
came years ago to the Seventh-day Adventist church.
Our ideas of education take too narrow and too low a range. There 
is need of a broader scope, a higher aim* True education means more
3j* H* Oldham, Work In Modem Society, p, 19*
^Statement of Eugene B« Bernes, Park Superintendent to the writer,
Richard C. Cabot, What Men Live By, p, 29.
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mental misers* Withdrawn, the/ have no practical message to give to the 
world. This aristocratic Impracticability ateas from a lack of practical 
education from the first grad© up* Work of any kind Is thought by too 
saany to be degrading.
Booker ?• Washington said wiselyt
•'Tisen any people, regardless of race or geographical location, 
have not been trained to (work with their hands) habits of industry, 
have not been given skill of hand la youth, and taught to love 
labor, a direct result is the breeding of a worthless l ie class, . 
which spends a great deal of its ties in trying to live by its wits**4*
"Lot everyone sweep in front of his own house and tiki whole street 
will be clean*"
Is there one thing, above all others, which, If Inculcated into 
the basic program of Christian auueation, will produce students of 
character prepared to render acceptable service?
There 1st Let us search for it*
Purity is essential to character* It is character* It cannot 
be attained without proper physical exercise*
The student who with limited time and maxis is straggling to 
^aln an education should realise that time spent In physical oxer* 
else is not lost* He who continually pores over his books will find, 
after a tiaw, that the .ulna has lest its freshness* Those who give 
proper attention to piiycioal development will make greater advance- 
sent in literary linos than they would if their entire tiso were 
devoted to study*
By pursuing one line of thought exclusively, the mind often be— 
coses unbalanced* But every faculty may be safely exercised If the
^Booker T# flashington, Working With The Hands, p* 210* 
^Haoul Plus, In Fr&ieo of ~&ork, p* 3*
.oental and physical powers are equally taxed, aad the subjects of 
thought arc varied*
Physical inaction lessens not only mental but itorol power* The 
brain nerves that connect with the whole system arc the media* 
through which heaven ootu-xjnioatee with sen, and affects ilie inmost 
life* Whatever hinders the circulation of the electric current in 
the nervous system, thus weakening the vital powers and lessening 
jasntal susceptibility, :aakes it more difficult to arouse the morel 
nature*
Again, excessive study, by increasing the flow of blood to the 
brain, creates morbid excitability that tends to lessen the power 
of self-oontrol, and too often gives sway to impulse or caprice*
Thus the door is opened to impurity. Hie misuse or nonuse of the 
physical powers is largely responsible for the tide of corruption 
that is ovorepre&dlng the world* *Pride, fulness of bread, and 
abundance of idleness,1 are as deadly foes to human progress in 
.this generation as when they led to the destruction of Sod&a,
Teachers should understand these things, and should instruct 
their pupils in these lines* Teach the students that right living 
depends m right thinking, and that physical activity is essential 
to purity of thought,*-*-^
Work Is necessary to health and morality even for the well-to-do.
The first and constant care of parents Should be to see that their 
children have firm constitutions, that they any be sound tom and 
w m i *  It is impossible to attain this object without physical 
exercise.
For their own physical health and moral good, children should be 
taught to work, even if there is no necessity sc far as want is con­
cerned* If they would have pure and virtuous character;;, they met 
have the discipline of well-regulated labor, which will bring into 
exercise all the muscles* The satisfaction that children will have 
in being useful, and in denying theme elves to help others, will be 
the uiost healthful pleasure they ever enjoyed*^
The school should stoutly maintain the dignity of labor* It 
should encourage the youth to enjoy physical labor* Practical education 
should stress labor rather than games*
20
fallen 0* White, education, pp* 20d,209* 
^"lllen Q* Kbit#, vhili Guidance, p* 3i*2.
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notwithstanding all that h M  boon said and written regarding ths 
dignity of nanual labor, the fueling prevails that it is degrading* 
Popular opinion has, in may minds, changed the order of tilings, and 
men have eoaae to think tfiat it is not fitting for a mm who works 
writh his hands to take his place among gentlemen* Mm work hard to 
obtain money; and having gained wealth, they suppose that their 
Money will moke their 3one gentlemen. But many such fail to train 
their sans as they theiacolvoe were trained, to hard, useful labor* 
Their sons spend the sonsy earned by the labor of others, without 
understanding its value* -hue they iaisua® a talent that the Lord 
designed should aooo^>lish ®»oh good*
The public feeling is that manual labor is degrading, yet son my 
exert themselves as such as they choose at cricket, baseball, or in
pugilistic contests, without being regarded as degraded, Satan is 
delighted when ha sees buxom beings using their physical and cental 
powers in that which does not educate, which is not useful, whiah 
docs not help them to be « blessing to those who need their help* 
While the youth era becoming expert in gasas that are of no real 
value to themselves or to others, Satan is playing the game of life 
for their souls, taking from them the talents that God has give* 
theta, and placing in their stead his own evil attributes. It Is 
bis effort to lead mn to ignore God* lie seeks tc and
absorb the wind so completely that God will find no place in the 
thoughts. He does not wish people to have a knowledge of their 
iiaker, end he is wall pleased if lie can set in operation gams and 
theatrical performances that will so aoufuse the senses of the youth 
that God and heaven will be forgotten*12
W)iat are tlie basic principles of favoring outdoor physical oxer* 
else or practical work over even innocent genes?
Exercise in a gymnasium, however well conducted, cannot supply 
the place of recreation in the open air, ami for this our schools 
should afford better opportunity,
I do not condemn the ei«ple exercise of playing ball) but this, 
even in its simplicity, my be overdone.
I shrink always from the almost sure result which follows in the 
wake of these aouseoents* It leads to an outlay of moans that should 
be expended in bringing the light of truth to souls that ore perishing
Ellen 0* White, Counsels to Teachers, pp, 273,27b*
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out of Christ* The JMtfNMttVftfeR and expenditures of mani for self— 
pleasing* which load on step by stop to self-glofif yiag* and the 
educating in those games for pleasure produce a l«rrs and passion 
for such things that is sot favorable to the perfection of Christian 
character*
Vigorous exorcise the pupils caist have* Few evils are m m  to be 
dreaded than indolence and aislessness* Yet the tendency of noet 
athletic sports is a subject of anxious thou. ht to those who have 
at heart the well-being of the youth* Teachers are troubled as 
they consider the influence of those sports both on the student’s 
progress In school and on his success in afterlife* lbs gooses that 
occupy so much of his tiBc are diverting the mind fvtxu study* They 
are net helping to prepare the youth for practical* earnest worts: in 
life* Their influence does not toad toward refinement* genero* ity, 
or real manliness*
Horn of the soot popular assueeaenta* suob as football and boxing* 
have become schools of brutality* They are developing the same 
characteristics as did the gaiaes of ancient aosse# The love of 
domination* the pride in mre brute force* the reckless disregard 
of life* are exerting upon the youth a power to deiaeralia© that is 
appalling*
Other athletic gasa^ e* though not so brutalising* are scarcely 
less objectionable because of the excess to which they are carried* 
they stimulate the love of pleasure and exeiteuwnt* thus fostering 
a distaste for useful labor* a disposition to shun practical duties 
and responsibilities* They tend to destroy a relish --or life's 
sober realities and its tranquil enjoyments* Thus the door is 
opened to dissipation and lawlessness with their terrible results*
To build character the study of books is to be combined with use­
ful manual labor*
Let the study of books be ocabined with useful laanual labor* and 
by faithful endeavor* watchfulness* and prayer Seoul's the wisdom 
that Is free* above* This will give you an all-round education* Thus 
you may rise in character* and gain an influence over other minds* . 
enabling you to lead the* in the path of uprightness and holiness,"4
Ellen 0 * Shite, Zhu .adventist Home* pp*
Ellen d* Shite* GHrlet’a Object Lessons* p* 33k •
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Jesus Is our example in finding purity by devotion to otxaasxi 
annual tasks*
The parents of Jesus were poor, and dependent upon their dally 
toil* He was i'aatliar with poverty, solX— ieaiul, and privation*
This ®.cperienae w m  a safeguard to Uisa* In His industrious life 
there were no idle ao&enta to invite temptation* Ho aiasleos hours 
opened the way for corrupting associations* So far as possible,
He dosed the door to the tempter* Neither gain nor plo^uure, 
applause nor censure, could induce Hist to conson t to a ,wroi'tj_ aot*
He was wise to discern evil, and strong to resist it* -1
Working in the soil and in the forest prepares ti*e .dml to grasp 
the great touchings of the Word*
Working the soil is one of the best kinds of eosployaeni, calling 
the uuscles into action arid resting the xaind* Study In agricultural 
lines should be the A, B, and 3 of the education gives, in our schools* 
This is the very first work that should bo entered upon* i'Xur schools 
should not depend upon imported produce, for grain and vegetables, 
and tho fruits so essential to health* Oar youth need an education 
in felling trees and billing Use soil as well aa in literary lines* 
different teachers should be appointed to oversee a nosber of students 
in their work, and should work with then* Thus the teacher® them* 
selves will learn to carry responsibilities as burden-bearers *
Proper student* also should in this way be educated to boar respon­
sibilities, and to be laborers together with the teachers* All 
should counsel together &: to the very best methods of carrying on 
the work#-**®
lanual labor, properly supervised and intelligently done leads 
to habits of aoourucy and thoroughness*
One great reason why physical toil is looked tiem m  ia the slip— 
shod, unthinking way in which it is so often performed* It is dons 
free, necessity, not fro::, choice* The worker puts no heart into it, 
and he neither preserve* self-respect nor wins the respect of others* 
i&tvual training should correct this error* It should develop habits
fallen 0* White, feeire of Agee, p* 72* 
oXlen G* White, iecstiiuDniea to one church, ol* o, pp* 17P,1^ 0*
of accuracy and thoroughness. Pupils should lsam tact and system) 
thsy should loam to aconouiive time, and to make every wove count.
They should not only he taught the best sasthods, but be inspired 
with ambition constantly to iz.prove, Let it be their alia to snake 
their work as nearly perfect as human brains and hands can mkm it, *
The science of doing well a humble task reveals character.
There is science in the humblest kind of work, and If all would 
time regard it, thsy would see nobility in labor. Heart and soul 
are to be put into work of any kindj then there is cheerfulness and 
efficiency, In agricultural or aeehanioal occupation s»n asy 
give evidence to God that they appreciate His gift in the physical 
powers, and the mental faculties as well. Let the educated ability 
be employed in devising improved methods of work. This is what the 
Lord wants. There is honor in ary class of work that is essential 
to be done. Let the law of God be made the standard of action, 
and It ennobles and sanctifies all labor. Faithfulness in the dis­
charge of every duty £%kes the work noble, and reveals a character 
that God can approve. ®
Dally labor brings health and teaches self reliance.
Die healthful exercise of the whole being will give en education 
that is broad and comprehensive, Every student should devote a por­
tion of each day to active labor. Thus habits of Industry will be 
formed and a spirit of self-reliance encouraged, while the youth 
will be shielded frota many evil and degrading practices that are 
eo often the result of Idleness, And this is all in keeping with 
the primary object of education) for in encouraging activity, dili­
gence, and purity, we are ooeiing Into harmony with the Creator, °
Young women, too, need to labor indoors and out to learn house­
keeping and neatness and to build strong healthy minus ami bodies.
The education which the young men and women who attend our colleges 
should receive in the hosac life is deserving of special attention.
It is of great importance in the work of character—building that 
students who attend our colleges be taught to take up tha work that
21*
Lilian 0, White, Education, p, 222,
t fl
"alien 0, White, Functowmtals of Christian Education, p« 3IS, 
*^ S)Uiea 0, White, Joansela to Teachers, p* 305,
la appointed them, throwing off all Inclination to sloth* They need 
to become faialliar with the duties of dally life* They should be 
taught to do their doaiostic duties thoroughly and well* with as little 
noise and confusion as possible# everything should be done decently 
and in order* The kitchen and all other parts of the building should 
be kept sweet and clean* hocks should be laid aside till their pro­
per season* and no sore study should be taken than cun be attended 
to without neglecting the household duties* The study of books is 
not to engross the mind* to the neglect of home duties upon which 
the comfort of the family depend***©
The real* lasting happiness in life comes I r m  enjoying our work. 
Approached with proper training* work is a recreation— especially for 
those pursuing books*
Work as true recreationi 
1* Gives keen pleasure*
2* It brings health* >; joercise le then natural*
3. It rests the mind*
U« fork brightens the eye*
S* It quickens circulation and respiration,
6, Work strengthens musales*
7* Joyful labor iners^ tsoo nerve tone*
6, It provides the best in body-building value*
The discipline for practical life that is gained by physical 
labor combined with mental taxation is sweetened by the reflection 
that it is qualifying mind and body better to perform the work that 
God designs mn to do* live more perfectly the youth understand how 
to perform the duties of practical life* the greater will be their 
enjoyment day by day in being of use to others* The mind educated
2$
^HXen G. White* Testiatonlea to the Cfoarch* Vol* 6* pp* 169,170, 
“ A. W* Spalding, Growing Boys and Girls* pp. 13U,l3i>. (Adapted).
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to enjoy useful labor boco^ae enlarged} through training and 
discipline it is fitted for usefulness, for it has acquired then„ 
knowledge essential to make its possessor a blessing to others*
In this artificial age the growing youth needs and demands the
value gained fros nthe elemental industries— work in the soil* work of
building, work of providing in sosa© part the essentials of life,*^
In honest days work in itself teaches honesty, thrift, economy
and the value of money which too iauny in this generation do not know,
*k lifetime of hard work hm shown m  the value of little things
of every day, * .they are at the bottom of character building*
The students are In w  schools for a special training, to be­
come acquainted with all lines of work, that should they go out as 
missionaries, they could be self-reliant ami able, through their 
educated ability, to furnish themselves with necessary cmvenienoos 
and facilities• Whether men or women, they should loam to mend, 
wash, and keep their own clothes In order* They Should be able to 
cook their own meals. They should be familiar with agriculture and 
with sBcbauioal pursuits* Thus they can lighten their own expenses, 
and, by their example, inculcate principles of thrift and uconoay. 
These lessons can bent be taught where economy in all things is 
conscientiously practiced**?
It is not beneficial to grow up shielded fma work* It is not 
good lor parent or child to deliver a student at the aeade. y and to 
announce with pride, "lie doesn’t have to work.'* VUjy "get*’ educated 
and then later have to loam to work? It is far bettor to train one to 
expect to work and to enjoy it*
22 .Sllea Q. Fhite, Gounaala to Teachers, o* loa.
23 —— — —
A* W. Spalding, o£. on*, p# 12 7,
Washington, eg, ait., p. 101.
>m&n G* ;Vhit** j^hL^niaa For the Church, vd. 6, p. 2C'>.
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God created a working universe. "Fro© the insects to the angels, 
26creation hums with work," i’uaan energies, like empty ste&aehe are
self "destructive, unless guiaed purposefully. Streams are purified by
aotion. “Idleness is the greatest curse that can fall upon aanj for
27vine and arise follow in its train.* Perhaps saodera corruption eteas 
fro© the fact that “leisure activities take up ©ore of m ti*s H im then 
work activity. “Six days ahalt thou labor.
“Behold, this was tic iniquity of thy sister Sodoti, pride, full­
ness of bread, and abundance of Idleness.Character cannot be created 
in a vuouua.
God designs that all shall be workers. The toiling beast of 
burden arutwers the purpose of its creation better than does the 
indolent ©an, God is a constant worker. The angels are workers; 
they are ainiatera of God to the children of taen, Those who look 
forward to a heaven of inactivity will be disappointed; for the 
economy of heaven provides no place for the gratification of in* 
dolence. But to the weary and heavy-laden rest la prcw&aed, It is 
the faithful servant who will be wclooaod from his labors, to the 
joy of his lord. Me will lay off his araor with rejoicing, and 
will forget the noise of battle in the glorious rest prepared for 
those who conquer through tho cross of Galvary,^ -^
Civilisations have boon built by labor, destroyed by unneeded 
leisure. Ram was destroyed by imported barbarians after It rotted in
^Bichard Clarke Sabot, that ion Live gy, p, 13, 
*?Hls& Qm White, Patriarchs and Prophets, p, 1 i>6. 
^Milton J, Gold, Ed, 0,, Working to Learn, p, ?U, 
2%x, 20i9.
3%ae. I6 ih9.
“^hsHon G. White, Counsels to Teachers, p, 2S0,
‘ jj
iaacral leisure. As Arnold Toynbee said. "We breed our own,8 barbarians. *
■ . . y  ■- ••• ! 1  ■ - ... • S A M ' ■ • - . I . y  - a  »
Ba— I— —
Sens so-called Christina cciocls, by neglecting to offer a balanced pro-
„__., have actually helped to culture this breed.' - - • v ~  *■ ■! .••'■ v • ■ , . -v \ .v .V" =/ J
■: "-i *'■ ;■ '1% V:i 1,^' ,v ’ v,. .3;., iaS V . ■ , ... . '
True leisure la recreation, the reward of real labor* eat tastes
good only after labor, food after exertion, the Sabbath after a week of
.
work. The Sabbath “puts our daily work in the perspective of eternity
and tlius reduces it to its true proportions**33
An old Latin proverb is “Lab or are est orare.* One who labors in 
sincere devotion to his task is lost in it as one in sincere prayer.
« t. u. heron said#
'A
:" ' '.Mi:'*;
ml- %:-wm 1
r w  • • it?!,-. - ■■ ■■fe'Et-JSftSi«s 'v M*? 
' . Thvv,»;
It is a matter of co»ion experience that the laborer sometimes 
losas himself in his work, and when he does so his load is eased.
K'-' r '"1 ^ *V*r »? W : ... f  v- 4 - • '
There is a strong reeos&iance between this condition of the body 
absorbed in what we call work and its state in the silence we call 
prayer, and the reason for the resemblance is that in both oases 
man le giving himself to God— in the one instance to Cod at work ^
. /Ar,.-- i
.r, fife •• •:-->
' - • ' 4
1 * ^ 4
t , ‘ - t h y m i  s
in the natural creation, in the other to God at rest in the spirit*1 
Those who are absorbed in useful labor to prepare themselves to
servo# or to help in a grout cause have found the secret of service and
V • i :
,1.
the key to true happiness and real riches, 
Frederick Griggs, an
told of a tramp who came to his door asking for food* urs* Griggs
. . . . .  KV ' ' ■
to hia and pointed him to a pile of wood needing to be cut. The man Said#
e; '££'4 :1 s
"Lady# have yew ever a »m  an es^ ty bag etand up?w She brou^ it him in and
" .  ■ . ■ • ■ : . ■ . • '  -  : . . . . . .  ,• ."*■"•..
32,
* * * • ^  Inge, The Idea of Frofress, p. 13.
V T
... ... i s - = ^ - —
H. Oldham, Work in kodem Society, p. 2>.
'
. 4Ibid., P. 55. .. .■ ’ »'V.' ‘ • 1 ' *- , 'v ■: .. '
im k vis . ;.. . •>■••
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fad him. Then ayain aha .actioned toward the wood* ihe waited z-jamn~
tartly for the aan to proceed to the task* Instead he said, :,Lady, have
you ever seen a full bag band over?*
True education for character and servioe oust not be allowed to
wander as a troop* It is easy to be empty of conviction or too full of
wrong ideas to pat work to work, little realising that it is ths key to
©corncede, social, intellectual, and spiritual problems*
The thousands of graduates from Seventh-day adventist spools
around the world and the practical service they are rendering in various
35
ways are the real test of their practical philosophy of education*
^Laurane Alec Flanagan, “Industrial Education in Our Schools," 
Journal of True Education, Vol* 19* No. U, April 1957* PP* U*5*
chapter xv
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Fifty-four, or 72$, of the principal* out o f the seventy«five in 
the twelve-grade academlas o f the North American Division responded to 
a questionnaire on student labor* This chapter will reveal the fact* 
derived from the seventeen questions asked* In these 5U schools 0,8GC 
students were enrolled in the 19$8~!>9 school year* Of the SU schools 
32 are boarding schools, and 22 are listed as day schoolsj 31 are 
located in rural areas, and 23 are located In urban surroandiit,-®* In 
the boarding schools the enrollumt is 5,72b* In the day schools tie 
eur&laeat is 3,076* See Figure 2, page 31*
As can be seen front Figure 3, page 32, 307 of the students 
worked 5$ of their way, 1*87 worked 1CH, 2,233 worked 25%, 1,073 worked 
$0%, 1*37 worked 75$, and 21*0 worked 10Q£* This indicates that It,161* students 
worked 5% or more of their way through school, while ii,6l6 worked none or 
very little* See Figure It, page 33*
Of 8,600 students, 2*,777 are employed among tho 23 industries 
listed in Figure 7, page 38* This is a complete list of types of work 
submitted by the schools* Even though it oust be remembered that 3,076 
are enrolled In day schools, the major concern should be for the 2*,G23 
students who are listed as having no sohool-Tumishod employment what­
soever* See Figure 2, page 31*
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Industries
Bakery
3lndexy
Brooca f actory
Cafeteria
Cassius
Construction 
Craft Shops 
dairies 
Donaitoriea 
Paru#
Garage Work
Hoelory Mill
Housework
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Maintenance
Medical
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Printing
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Store#
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Moat Sev^th-day Adventist academies do not, require a sisiwtsa 
oaiaoor of hours of labor, only $k out of ek sahools lifted la this r,tudy 
reqatra a aSni&ma m m m r o£ hours* of labor* Vida raquirroant mass fra*
$ to 26 hours per wak par « M»t* Socse schools in plasantn.. their
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lacking, the principals es^ rossed *a urgent naad fear useful labor*
-'Sbo f«41«wring state oas* from the principals ia suspense to
the question, "Mkift, In your opinion, ia the relationehip of student
■
to character building?"
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•We find that those Who do not work do not always receive the host 
grades* Instead they are usually the problem students. Those wise work 
are usually saore dependable and more roaporuiible.*
•The development of eiiuraeter and manual labor are inseparable.* 
•Absolutely essential! X fa s t had a conference with the State 
Division of Industrial Welfare. * . . They heartily approve of the work 
p r o a n d  tender why it Is not in the day aoadaedse also if this is 
our pSiXloaopsy of education#*
•Student work is essential to character building in that it pro** 
video the student opportunity to share reapcnsibllityj—H^^lng a part 
of the financial respotufibility he rsaltsos sore the cost and purpose 
of his training.8
*J think a regular daily work program is absolutely essential 
In m  educational program*
*1 don*t believe detracter is ever oooplste without experience 
in practical work. *An education derived ohtelly from books leads te 
superficial thinking.* M. p. 20.”
*1 wouldn't want students hero who do not work.*
*Ve*y accessary te teach the value of work, time, money, and 
re©, jobsibillty. It keeps Urn* out of moat mischief#*
•loaches faithfulness in detail, patience, diligence, aIf -reliance, 
and is health»buiMiag«*
•The students who work ere the happiest.”
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It la interesting to note that &£• of Seventh-day Adventist 
acadcades ore boarding schools mid that 60,# o i deventh-day Adventist 
soodeales Maintain foras* The 52 fora* studied in this report total 
21,671 acres, an average of 365 acres per faro. There axe 212 students 
obeyed on these 32 farms, .baefc fare employed an average of 6*5 students. 
The average loss per ism was .6,210.56 In 1958.1 The day will case wfcsn 
these ferns will be worth a treat amount to the educational program.
Booker T* Washington wrote in 1904*, “Very often it would pay the
institution better to keep a boy away from the fora than to have hl»
spend a day at work on it, but the fare is tar the boy, and not the boy 
2
fear the fora*" He further pointed out that as soon as a student reaches 
a point of efficiency he is ready to graduate. Ussy of the administrators 
were clear in their statements that the farise os now operated neither 
pay financially nor educationally. The student body as a whole- learns 
practically nothing about agriculture os a vocation or basic way of 
sustenance In tiue of emergency# The whole student body and faculty as 
a group, do not get daily exercise in the open air os strongly reocutamded 
In ^ *rvwith~d^ y Adventist jhilaocphy of education. Only 65b students of 
3,©G0 enrolled in 5b acadesioe, or 13:*, work regularly outdoors*
There ore 1,267 oews on 26 fonts having dairies, or on average of 
bb*5 cows per dairy* dad", dairy eeployod on average of 5 boys tanking a 
total of 131 beys working in dairies*
Analysis of loads-jy Fores,“ 1556, General Oonferenee of ieventh- 
day Adventists, department of adueaticn.
Booker T* Washington, Working with The Hands, p* 63.
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It wm felt fey affftae principals that there Is too much sayhaaie 
placed m  "earning4' through student later and not enough eepkaoift on 
"learning* frees the woiiewo^perienee. See figure lb, page 50. fork 
has not aoeosapliehed Its end if It is only a mans of payim-, bills.
Host school administrators felt there was & definite relationship 
between active labor and character development. Such traits as prompt­
ness, dependability, industry, humility, initiative, honesty, seal ]>er- 
eeverane# were freely admitted to. be the outcome of wll-eupervlsed 
labor* See. Figure 26, page 6b. Several, though no specific question 
pia—pointed the area, advanced the opinion that poorly supervised labor 
(bee Figure 26} ranges f r m  Xeue beneficial to harmful in its results* 
The following statements are taken directly frcua their report©.
9la sons departments our work pregrata aids in character building; 
in others, due to Inadequate supervision it is less beneficial,"
"If properly supervised and if it is officiant, there ie ft high 
correlation between student labor and character building.
91 believe there is a close relationship between thee 'If m& has 
sufficient staff to give proper supervision•"
"Properly supervised It is the beet# Too of tea, however, student 
labor is putting in time only. This is terribly wrong,8
This question brought a large number (26) of replies, "T-nat is 
your understanding and objective cemcernlng the place of constructive 
mmol work: in the school program, particularly as it conotmus the 
mental, moral, and social development of the student?"
60
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A crocs-eeetlon of answers reveals the following opinions.
There “mat be work in order to develop to© three properly*"
"The training of toe hand is as ioportant as the training of the 
head—*«imi important*"
"We ore trying to carry oat what is taught in the book 4uoatiqn«" 
"I believe that constructive manual labor is absolutely an essen­
tial element in education,"
"It helps in providing a rounded training for toe adolescent,*
"We believe and teach young people the valuable beiiafits of manual 
labor, Christian education la tote development of toe physical, rental, 
and the spiritual in the process of living,"
"It Is a part of their education if it is constructive. «KA work 
is unfortunate,*
*X believe I'a» mrtoer of tbs old school. It aaeas to m  that a 
fcwro-or thres-heur-per-day labor prograa is conducive to a more syaaetrical
development of the student*"
*1 believe, if properly organised, labor can be a valuable mma 
of giving a student or helping a student, develop »&oral strength, lifting 
his .'.srntal output, and achieving. a degree of socialisation,"
"Manual work saat be a part of the total educational pro.rua, It 
trains to® child for responsibilities he will enoeurtter in Kaaturity, Oar 
labor laws restrict the youth in their eoscunities, throwing them into 
idleness and onto to»e straets— a poor environment and training, Our 
schools can change this picture for parent end youth. Inspiration gives 
m  too plan,"
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**I balieve that it Is vary important especially for faculty mm» 
bar® to wort: along with the students* It builds rapport, and offer® a 
good tiae for unrestrained counseling* It is one of the best opportun­
ities to assist in character development**
*1 find it helps to stabilise the restlessness of youth by pro­
viding needed physical ejosreiee*”
"handling tools as carefully m  character helps the student in 
his labor to develop patience, creative satisfaction, healthful exercise, 
Sad enduring compensation**
"It concerns Ute total development of the student* Learning to 
work and to respect the dignity of labor is an Integral part of education* 
health, vigor, and self-discipline are also involved*"
Only 13:A of the students alloyed In the 23 major Industries 
offering employment on Seventh-day Adventist academy campuses wort out­
doors regularly* The other 87$ of the workers labor indoors* A large 
eliare of then are readers, secretaries, telephone operators, etc* This 
Means that they get no physical exercise or release frees aye-strain 
during their working hours*
Any employment well supervised and wall done builds character* 
However, that wort which is active, especially in the out-of-doors, 
builds vigorous health as well as character*
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4*777 ployed in 
i*ajor Industries
4*123 Kaploysd 
Indoors
654 Essayed 
Outdoors
Ficms 27
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CKAFTiiS ¥
flftBARX Ago B&CUSattHimTiQNS
Summary*
1* Xha writings of Bilan 0« White offer a aest therou# state- 
asaat and couplets philosophy of balance in education*
2* Other notable leaders in the urea of student labor conviction 
ere Booker T» Washington, yurtlta Berry, F* 0* hiehols, Morris &# Briscoe, 
W. 1, Charters, Charles A* Bresser, He roan bohnciuar, Arthur h* itorgan, 
and Wft* M* Hudson*
3# Several schools have tried excellent work-study programs 
Including Antioch College, Bsrea College, and Cincinnati University*
U. Frosa anon#; the 7S senior aeauiealee in the North American 
Division i*li (or 72,') responded to a questionnaire and revealed that 
sixty per sent of the Seventh«*$ay Adventist academies are boarding 
echoed*! $7% are ruralf of all of the students In the assuanlM re­
porting are employed at the acaheay#
$• Boarding academics enplogr 7h£ of their students, day academies
175£.
6* Of o,800 students, h$777» or 5U£» are employed in 23 services 
or industries, 9$8 in cafeterias and 960 in maintenance*
7« Fourteen acadawias require a minima number of hours of labor* 
8* Aeadesy administrators (6SU) are not satisfied with their
labor progress*
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9* Aeadaay adsdaistratcra (70) do not feel shot their schools 
reach the Seventh-day Adventist standard in the study-labor program.
10. SehooX adududstratora (92?) feel that there is a definite 
relationship between * well««up©rvised labor program and developing * 
wsXXwreusded character.
11. Gf the acadoa&ea in  the Horth African Division, 60? have 
school fams.
12. Asodesy fame average 365 aoras each, etsplay 6.5 students 
cadi, and lost £6,210,96 each (average) during 1956,
13. 0aly 9 out of 32 fame pay financially.
lit. School odRinietmtore (02?) believe in school fame oven 
though they do net at present pay financially.
15. In the opinion of 'the principals 565 of the aaadsalse offer 
« balaaoed werk-eiudy pragma.
16. Hoarding schools (65?) are seeking for new industries]
10 acadwoles would like to launch nee laundries.
17* Most of the school administrators feel that 565 to 75? of 
the students are productive laborer* if properly supervised.
Id. Eleven ooodes&os have 1005 of the faculty assisting in the 
student-work pregrajs.
19. he spite of counsel that nil students and faculty should 
spend seas tins in the out-of-doora dally, 37? of all students employed 
at aesdsadee work indoors.
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20, i'rocj the best ©fltiufttes available it appears that sot sore 
than &$$ of tbs aeadaagr students have syeteaatie ea^ loyiaent (Winter and 
Sua-aer) either at haws, school, or in the ooatunlty.
szteaBa: gassi*
research suseartsed in <2ifipt«r IV iswiicaUs clearly that there are 
definite areae In which Seventhly M v m list acadfnqr aslMnistrsitors 
ooold iaprev* the worienttucfer Jakarta.
1* that a restudy of the aasw of vital counsel m  worie in educa­
tion given to the 3«vmtfe**8s^ r Adventist people be encouraged.
2« that intorsediate spools and day aasdaaiaa give study to 
l)Hpll>>WT>ltl>d a plan to see that each student has a werfe pros*** in the 
toms* school, and ooaumity.
3, That bearding aoadeales study seriously a balanced plan of 
wifeetody for their antlr® etudont body »«d faculty.
it. That the Seventh-day Adventist schools put mum stress on 
attsfal labor instead of oeqpatttlva eporte.
$* That a wholes a *  attitude toward Manual labor be node a acre 
integral part of S*v«nth»wiay Adventist education.
6. that saw® stress be given to learning useful trades*
?. that a fforfc-stmdy centered oonferenoe of educator bo called.
8. That Dm m m r poaatMji? the teachers and student® warte together*
9. That study be given to getting aore of the students out into 
the open air in worthwhile ©3®>lojw»nt, especially In agricultural lima.
10. that the value of school fans be net antirely ;»a®*?ea by 
tttt; balnoeo sheet.
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XI* That schools recognise that fact that these hi«h tiaos of 
prosperity will not always prevail, and that they plan now a larger 
*tudentMK»rtt pragma to aateh the possible eoooocdc c&roumtanoes of 
the future*
12* That 3evenih"Kl&y Adventist spools continue their i'atally 
concept and that they endeavor to be none eeXf^contalned ia food 
production, processing; freesing, and storage*
33 * That the teacher**1! ra., nlng In cur ooXls^os he il FV
produce a practical worlewsiudy concept In the teachers of the re*
n helit* that a Junior Volunteer Book dluh aelae
written stressing the Merits of & work-study program*
15* That we renervber that; "By unbelief and disregard of the 
Lord’s directions, the Israelites surrounded themselves with temptations
* * tthat fear had power to resist*"
areas for further atudy* experience, counsel, and oonvlction are
very clear as to ths importance of a work-while-etmiyins pro rota* liurely 
there is ouch to lean* and to put into practise in this atv.a* Suggestions
for further study ate varied*
1* A study of the work habits of all students who are serious 
disciplinary problems in the i*evonth-day Advent!at moadetiles of Korth
America* •<?
2* A study into how to implement a work pro^no for church schools, 
intermediate schools, an-.: day aeadesdes*
3* A study of the scholastic attainments of students who work 
or aor© of their way in 00 parison to those who do not work at all*
i.aJLen 0* Sfhi.be, ^duoduion, p* 1|*».
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k. A study into the training and baoksramd of the six truly 
outstanding student* on seal* aoadeay oanpus in any given school yoer.
5. A study into the attitude* and work habits of student* in 
Seventh-day Adventist school* who give no evidence of Otinversian,
6m A Study into Uie habit* of honesty, loyalty, and fair-play, 
and it* roietienehip to good supervision, in student labor*
7* A study concerning tbs training of toaoiusre in the arena of 
practical work-*tody philosophy,
$rn A study of vocational training for students for whes* the 
academy mans a temimi education,
9. A study into the posaibiUtios of taore ouWofadoor labor for 
;joth sosvs,
ID, A study into kc-of uses for aoadfi&y faras with the Tits* in mind 
of offering a mom balanced imuoatieei.
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The worth of such training is not appreciated* There is an inti- 
aate relation between the aind and the body, and in order to reach a 
high standard of acral and intellectual attainment, the lam that 
control our physical being mat be heeded* To scours a strong, well 
balanced character, both the cental and the physical powers met be 
exercised and developed* Sftuit study ean be acre tuportent for the 
young than that which treats of this wonderful organic that God ha* 
eowtiitted to uo, and of tiie laws by which it my  be preserved in 
health?
Let the youth be led to understand the object of their creation,—  
to honor Ood, and bless their fellow-own j let thesa seo the tender 
love which the Father in heaven has Manifested toward theta, and the 
high destiny for which the discipline of this life is to prepare 
titfsc,— the dignity and honor to which they are sailed, even to 
becocio tbs sons of God,— and thousands would turn with oonteupt and 
loathing free the low and selfish alias and the frivolous pleasures 
that have hitherto engrossed them* They would learn to hate sin, 
and to shun it, not aoroly irosa hope of reward or fear of punish­
ment, but from, a sense of its inherent baseness,— because it would 
be a degrading of their God-given powers, a stain upon their God­
like Manhood*
God does not bid the youth to be less aspiring* The elements 
of character that wake a mn successful and honored awong son,—  
the Irrepressible desire for som  greater good, tie indodULla 
trill, the strenuous exertion, the untiring perseverance,— ore not 
to be crashed out* tfy tm graoe of Ood they are to be directed to 
objects ae such hig)»r than acre selfish and teaporal interests as 
the heavens are higher Utsxi the earth* And the education bsa an in 
this life will be continued in the life to cose* Day by day the 
wonderful works of God, the evidences of hie wtsdorc and p&mv in 
oreatin.’ and sustaining tlas univeree, the Infinite aystery of love 
and wisdosa in the plan of rodo^ticai, will open to the mind in new 
beauty* <^ ye hath not seen, nor ear hoard, neither have entered 
into tlse heart of aen, the things which Ood hath prepared for then 
that love faia,* I Cor* 2*9. Sven in this life we way catch gllapees
* One statement in this appendix la by Bookor T, Tashlngtcn,
r• a , ' - '•‘“"-A f  \< v
; . . .■•■ ■ .  -■ ' .  ..
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of Hie presence, and my taste the joy of cosesunion wills heaves) 
bat the fullmae of its jo/ and blessing will be reached in the 
hereafter* eternity a]Ion© can reveal the glorious deetiny to which 
men, restored to God's iia&gs, my attain.* b
The Lord's purposes ere not the purposes of 1.mi, lie did not 
design that mn should live in Idleness* In the beginning He 
created .mn a gentleman; but though rich in all tliai the Owner of 
the universe could supply, Abate woe not to be idle* So sooner was 
he created than his work was given him* He was to find euployaont 
and happiness in tending the tilings that God had croutedj and In 
response to his labor, his wants were to be abundantly Supplied 
free the fruits of the Garden of Lden*
While our first parents obeyed God, their labor in the garden was 
a pleasure) and the earth yielded of its abundance for their wants* 
But when man departed free* obedience, he was doomed to wrestle with 
the seeds of Satan's sewing, and to earn hie bread by the sweat of 
M s  brow. Henceforth he oust battle In toil and Imrdship against 
the power to which ho had yielded ids will*
It was Cod's purpose to alleviate by toil the evil brought into 
the world by loan's disobedience. By toil the temptations of Satan 
eight be amde ineffectual, and the tide of evil stayed* And though 
attended with anxiety, weariness, and pain, labor la still a source 
of happiness and development, and a safeguard against temptation*
Its discipline places a cheek on self-indulgence, and proxies indus­
try, purity, and finances* Titus it beoou&s a part of God's great 
plan for our recovery freest the fall,*
The way that they have been conducted at the college does not 
bear the impress of heaven* It does not strsagtisen the intellect*
It does not refine and purify the character* There are threads 
leading out through the habits and customs and worldly practices, 
and the actors become so engrossed and infatuated that they are pro­
nounced in heaven lovers of pleasure acre than lovers of God* In the 
place of the intellect beoesAng strengthened to do better work as 
students, to be better qualified as Christians to perfona the 
Christian duties, the exercise in those glues is filling their brains 
with thoughts that distract the <ulnd from their studies, , « •
% H e n  G* Whits, Patriarchs and Prophets, pp* 601,6C®« 
^tHen G* White, Counsels to Teachers, pp* 272,27k*
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Ik th# eye sSnrJta to the glory of God In these gSB**? 1 knew 
that this is not so* there is a losing sight of God’s way and His 
purpose# The ©oployiwnt of intelligent beings, in probationary time, 
is superseding God*s rovoaled will and substituting far it the 
speculations and inveotloai of she human agent, with Satan by his 
side to tabus with his spirit# • # • Th# lord God of heaven pro- 
tests against the banting passion cultivated for supremacy in th# 
giuaee that are so «Bgro<B8lAf*3
let the youth who need an education sot to work with a deter­
mination to obtain it, Do not wait for an openiogj malts one for 
yourselves* Take hold in any small way that presents itself*
Practice economy* Do not spend your m m * for the gmtif loatlon of 
appetite, or in pleasure seeking* Be determined to become as use­
ful and efficient as Cod colls you to be* Be thorough and faithful 
in whatever you undertake* Procure every advantage within your 
rs&ab for strengthening the Intellect# **
Christ was the only sinless one who ever dwelt on earth* yet for 
nearly thirty years If* lived m m g the wicked inhabitants of basa- 
refeh* This fact is a rebuke to thoee who think themselves dependent 
upon place, fortune, or prosperity, in order to lire a bl&uelM* 
life* Temptation, poverty, adversity, is the very discipline needed 
to develop purity and fIronses#
Jesus lived in a peasant's home, and faithfully and obeorfully 
acted His part in boaring the burdens of the household* Ha had been 
the Oaaaander of heaven, and engds lutd delighted to fulfill hia 
void* now Be wae a willing servant, a loving, obedient sou* He 
learned a trade, and with His own hands worked la the carpenter*# 
shop with Joseph# In the simple garb of a oouvaon laborer He walked 
the streets of Um little town, going to end returning frtk.it His 
liuEible work* Be did not employ His divine power te lessen is bur- 
dens or to lighten His tail*
Ae Jesus worked in childhood and youth, tadnd and body wore devel­
oped* he did not use Hie physical powers recklessly, but in such 
a way as to keep them in health, that lie might do the best work in 
every line* He was not willing to be defective, even in the handling 
of tools, tie was perfect as a workman, as lie was perfect in character# 
ggr His own example He taught that it is our duty to be industrious, 
that our work should be performed with exactness and Uiorou^ujess,
^EJlen G* White, Tito Adventist Home, pp« b^-t&l# 
% U e a  0* Shite, a.riat’s Object lessons, p* 13k*
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and that euoh labor la honorable, The exorcise that teaches the 
hands to be useful and trains tire young to bear their si:are of 
life’s burdens gives pisycicol atrenth, and develop* ever;' faculty* 
all should find sosethiag to do that will be beneficial to thesasclve* 
and helpful to others* Cod appointed work as a blessing, and only 
tire diligent worker finds Us© true glory ami joy of life* The 
approval of Cod rest© with loving assurance upon children arid youth 
who cheerfully take their part in the duties of ilia household, slier** 
ing the burdens of father and aether* Such children will go out fro® 
the ho&e to be useful mm®r® of society.^
lists is too short now to accomplish that which falght have been 
done in past generations* but even in these last days we can do 
raush to correct the existing evils in the education of youth* And 
because time is short, we should be in earnest, and work sealously 
to give the young an education consistent with our faith* We are 
reformers, *?e desire that our children should study to the best 
advantage* In order to do this, aaployiaent should bo given the® 
which will call into ejaaroiso the rjuseloa, Bally, syntactic labor 
should constitute a part of the education of youth even at this late 
period* Mach can now be gained in this way* In following this plan 
the students will r@al.lae elasticity of spirit, and vigor of thought, 
and in a given tine can accomplish sore cental labor than they could 
by study alone* And thus they can leave school with constitutions 
unimpaired, and with strength and courage to persevere in any position 
where the providence of Bod ray place the®*
The exercise that teaches the hand to be useful, and trains the 
young to bear their share of life's burdens, gives physical strength, 
and develops every faculty* All should find southing to do that 
will be beneficial to themselves and helpful to others* hod appointed 
work as a blessing, and only the diligent worker finds the true glazy 
and joy of life*
Brain and lauscle m&% be taxed proportionately, if health ami 
vigor are to be aalntained* The youth can then bring to the study of 
the word of God healthy peremption and well«balancou nerves* they 
will have w h o l e s  otae thoughts, and can retain the precious tilings 
that are brought from the word* they will digest its truths, and 
as a result will have brain-power to discern what is truth* Then, 
os occasion demands, thay can give to every man tliat oaks a reason 
of the hope that is in them with meekness and fear*°
%Llen 0# White, Deolie of Ages, p* 72*
L^ller. G* White, Testimcnies to the Church, VdL* o, pp» 179,150*
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Such training will aake the youth maters and not slaves of labor.
It will lighten the lot oi the hard toller, and will ennoble even 
the hoaft>l@st occupation* He who regard® work as sere drudgery, and 
settles dotm to it with self-complacent ignorance, asking no effort 
to improve, will find it Indeed a burden* But those who rocogniae 
science in the humblest work will see in It nobility and beauty, and _ 
will take pleasure in parforatng it with faithfulness and efficiency*'
I have been forcibly impressed with the f&ot that training to 
productive industry directly tends to develop sound Judgment and 
manly independence--those qualities of the Bind and heart that col­
lectively constitute the character of the educated m n» * . * Their 
work in the shop and on the far® had brought them into touch, with 
real issues and real things* • .it had taught they to think*'-
In the performance of these duties, careless, neglectful, dis­
orderly habits should be overcome) for unless corrected, these habits 
will be carried into every phase of life, and the life will be spoil­
ed for usefulness, spoiled for true missionary work* Unless corrected 
with perseverance and resolution, they will overcome the student, for 
tioa and eternity* The young should be encouraged to for® correct 
habits in dress, that their appearance may be neat and attractive) 
they should be taught to keep their garaants clean and neatly mended. 
All their habits should bo such as to sake the® a help ami a comfort 
to others.”
I cannot find an instance in the life of Christ wiser* He devoted 
time to play and amecnent* He vue the great educator for the present 
and the future life) yet X have not been able to find c m  instance 
where He taught the disciples to engage in anus*aont in order to 
gain physical exercise.
In the erection of school-buildings, in their furnishing, and in 
every feature of their the strictest economy aast be
practiced. Our schools are not to be conducted on any narrow or 
selfish plans* They should be as hoaelike as possible, and in every 
feature they are to teach correct lessons of simplicity, usefulness, 
thrift, and economy.
i^Sllen 0* White, &ducatAan* p, 222.
%S0Cltsr T* Washington, Working %itfa the Hands, p* til*
fallen 0* White, Testimonies For the Cfruroh, Vd, 6, pp. 16^,170*
i0illen G* 5»Mtc, gounsels to Teaci^rn, p* 30?,
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Not only for the financial welfare of the schools, but also a# 
an education to the students, eoona»y should bo faithfully studied 
and conscientiously and diligently practiced. The asoagers m»%  
guard oarefully ever/ pointy that there saay be ac acedia; s e.-pease, 
to bring a burden of debt upon the school* over/ student who loves 
God supremely will help to bear the responsibility in this iaatter* 
Those who have been educated to do this, can demonstrate by precept 
md «*Mf&e to those with whoa they oorae in contact, the principles 
taught by our self-denying redeemer* Self-indulgence Is a great 
evil, and aaist be overeuie*-^
•^tllen 0, Shite, Testimonies For the Church* Vol* 6, p« 203*
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